Introduction
Roughly speaking, the classical Hodge -de Rham decomposition is the expression of a differentiable form as a sua of exact and coclosed forms. The Sobolev spaces of forms decompose into the direct sums of subspaoes of exact and coclosed forms (see [5] and also [3]» [7J for tile decompositions of spaces of C k+01 forms). The crucial point in the proof of Hodge decomposition lies in the decomposition of space of tensors into the direct sum of image and kernel of laplacian. This property of laplacian is also valid for a wide class of differential (and pseudodifferential) operators, namely, for elliptic operators (see e.g. Palais Qp] , Thm 7 in Chapter XI). Moreover, the similar behaviour as that of the exterior differentiation d in p-covector bundles oan also be noticed for operators with infective symbol acting between vector bundles. D.G. Ebin [4] proved the analogous decomposition with respect to a differential operator D with infective symbol as the Hodge decomposition that was constructed by means of d. He builds the elliptic operator D*D as a substitute of the laplacian A. In this paper we give the Hodge-like decomposition for lithe operators with ooeffiaientB of Sobolev olass H. This generalization is useful for the study of actions of Hilbert-Lie groups onto Hilbert manifolds. The helpfulness of this generalization lies in the fact that it enables to prove that any orbit in the Sobolev spaoe of tensor fields is a smooth submanifold (see [6] 
Basic notions and notation
Let M be a compact, C°°, n-dimensional manifold without boundary. We denote by ^ a smooth measure on M. Let | and 2 be smooth vector bundles over M provided with fibre metrics ( , and ( , ) ? respectively. For ke Z we denote by H k ($) and H k (i?) the (Hilbert) spaces of sections of Sobolev class H of 5 a n c3 2 respectively. The space of smooth sections of $ will be denoted by C°°(^). We refer to Palais [9] for the basic constructions and results concerned with the Sobolev for the sections of q . For any keNU{o} < is the continuous, bilinear, symmetric, positive and nondegenerate form on H k (^), but is not soalar product on H k (|) for k e N. The bilinear form<,>^ is then usually oalled a weak soalar product. The weak soalar products <,>* and < , > ? allow to defins a formally adjoint operator B* for the r-th order differential operator B with H® coefficients, by the same formula as in Diff($»?) -oase (2.5) <B*w, =< w, Bv> f for any v e C°° (|) and w e C°° (f>).
It is not hard to show that there exists an uniquely defined differential operat< that satisfies 2.5. are closed, finitely codimensional subspaces.
Since Le E r+1 (^,f))e 0P r+1 (^ proposition 2.2 states that the image of operator
is a subspace of H Now we will prove a simple but useful lemma on algebraic decompositions of a Banach space.
3.4. Lemma. Let X be a Banach space and let < , > be a weak scalar product on X (i.e. a continuous, symmetric and strictly positive bilinear form). We assume that there exist two linear subspaces X^, X 2 cX such that X = X^+X 2 and X 1 , X 2 81,6 < »>-orthogonal. Then both subspaces X., and X 2 are closed in X, X 1 0 X 2 = {O}, i.e. the decomposition X = X^® Xg is topological. Moreover, X 1 and X 2 are closed in the weak topology defined by <,> .
Proof.
Let us denote X 1 := jye x|<y,y'> = 0 for any y'e X^. Since X^" is the intersection of kernels of the continuous functionals on X o P| ker(Xa y i--cy,y'> e R) then X.j is closed in X, and is also closed with respect to the we$k topology. By the assumption X 2 c X 1 . Now let ye X^ .
We have y = y 1 +y 2 > where y^e X^ and y 2 e Xg. Of course <y 1 ,7> = 0. On the other hand<y 1f y> = <7i»7i> + <y 1f y 2 > = = <7l»7-|>f e o<7i»7 1 > = 0« means that 7 1 * 0, so 7=7 2 eX 2 . J-X Thus we proved that X 1 c X 2 , so X 1 a x 2 . Replacing the indioes 1 and 2 in the above considerations, we obtain that X 2 = X.j, so the lemma follows. Now we give the theorem on decompositions defined by the perturbed elliptic operators. This theorem extends the result presented in { [10] , Tho. 7 of Chapter XI). If we substitute m * k-s and r = 2s-1 in Theorem 3.5 then we obtain this statement for oi T = L+B defined above.
4.2. Remark, As is easily seen, Thus, by Corollary 3.3, we know that ker( 0 r*) Q = ker =r Q c H k+S {^).
Hence the decomposition in Proposition 4.1 can be rewritten in the following form 
